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2     DEFINITION / OBJECTIVES

ARTICLE 1 DEFINITION

 

ARTICLE 2 OBJECTIVES

 

The International Federation of Inventors' Associations, established on July 11,  1968 

Civil Code. It is neutral politically, and non-denominational. 

The name of the Association shall be the International Federation of Inventors’ 
Associations.

The short name of the Association shall be IFIA.

IFIA headquarters are located in the State of Geneva, Switzerland. IFIA branches can 

The Association shall be of unlimited duration.

The objectives of IFIA are:  

a) to improve the status of inventors and promote cooperation between inventors’ 
associations in different countries (or persons acting in place thereof); 

b) to collect information about the state of affairs and practical conditions relating to 
inventors and inventions in different countries and to disseminate such information 
among members; 

c) to study national laws and international conventions including proposals for their 
amendments in order to reform them in accordance with the continuous changes 

to intervene in national and international proceedings for the purpose of achieving 
such reforms; 

d) to increase the knowledge and understanding of inventors and invention among 

speak with a common voice in all matters relating to the aforementioned objectives;
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ARTICLE 3 MEMBERS

 

e) to communicate with any government or public body, and to cooperate with them 
or any other Institution, association or person for any purpose contributing to the 
attainment of the aforementioned objectives; 

f) to establish the conditions for successful knowledge and technology transfer 
within the particular countries and internationally via the Technology Transfer Center, 
working under the supervision of IFIA Office; 

g) to raise the appreciation of inventors and inventions;

h) to support inventor's project from the idea development to the invention 
commercialization; 

i) to perform all necessary activities to encourage and promote invention and 
innovation. 

There are four categories of members of IFIA: full members, candidate members, 
collaborating members and corresponding members. 

a) Full members are national associations, the aims and activities of which correspond 
broadly to those of IFIA and the Statutes of IFIA. They have voting status. 

b) Candidate members are national associations in the early stages of development 
or associations requesting to become a full member. They do not have voting 
status. If they participate determinedly in IFIA activities, they can be accepted as full 
members after gaining the approval of the Executive Committee. 

c) Collaborating members are foundations, research centers, science parks, 
universities, governmental agencies, international invention exhibitions, companies, 
etc., which are active in the field of invention and innovation. They do not have 
voting status. 

d) Corresponding members are associations and individuals involved or not with 
innovation as such. They do not have voting status. 

e) Exceptionally, and only where no suitable association exists, individual members, 
acting in a similar capacity, or temporarily acting pending the formation of a national 
association may be admitted for a period of one year at a time. 



4     ADMISSION TO MEMBERSHIP / CESSATION OF MEMBERSHIP / GENERAL ASSEMBLY

ARTICLE 4 ADMISSION TO MEMBERSHIP

 

ARTICLE 5 CESSATION OF MEMBERSHIP

ARTICLE 6 GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

Requests to become a member must be submitted to the Secretariat and addressed 
to the Executive Committee. The Committee admits new members the Secretariat 

informs the General Assembly accordingly.

The Executive Committee and the President are authorized to establish collaboration/ 
relationship with relevant organizations or persons. 

The association’s leader is responsible for introducing the contact person to IFIA in 
writing either by post or electronically. 

1. Resignation of membership shall be notified in writing either by post or electronically 
to the Secretariat with six months' notice, to become effective in June or December. 
This resignation shall be accepted provided that all obligations have been honored. 
Resignation shall not relieve a member of unpaid dues, or of any other charges 
previously accrued. 

 

2. The General Assembly may expel a member which or who does not fulfill its or 
his/her obligations according to the Statutes and regulations from time to time 
promulgated by IFIA, and which or who does not remedy such default within six 
months after being formally called upon so to do. 

3. Only the Association's assets may be used for obligations/commitments contracted 
in its name. Members have no personal liability.

The General Assembly is the supreme governing body of IFIA and consists of full 
member delegations operating through the Executive Committee. It is composed of 
not more than three delegates from each full member, one of whom shall be the head 
delegate and not more than three observers, who shall not have the right to speak in 
the Assembly, but an observer may exceptionally have the right to speak by request if 
the Assembly agrees. Each full member shall have one vote.

Candidate, collaborating and corresponding members may each send not more than 
two observers to the General Assembly. In the exceptional case where there is more 
than one member from a country, each of such members shall be entitled to appoint 
up to three delegates.
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ARTICLE 7 DUTIES OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL ASSEMBLY VOTING

 

 

The General Assembly has the following duties: 

a) to nominate the Honorary President and to elect the President as well as the 
Executive Committee members. The election takes place through anonymous voting 
cards that voters put in the ballot box. Full members are liable to officially introduce 
presidency candidates to the General Assembly;

b) to expel members; 

c) to determine the general policy and program strategy for IFIA; consider, approve 
and adopt financial plans and budgets covering the period to the next General 
Assembly; determine annual subscription policies, and supervise IFIA’s finances; 
amend the Statutes; and dissolve IFIA; 

d) to consider the reports of the President and the Executive Committee, and the 
financial situation of IFIA; 

e) to approve the criteria proposed by the Secretariat for the election of the President, 
and Executive Committee members;  

f) to act generally on behalf of IFIA.

Decisions of the General Assembly shall be reached in the following ways:

1. General Meetings 
Every full member shall have one vote. An absent delegation may also send its 
vote by proxy for one or more items on the Agenda to the Secretariat. 

All members may participate in the discussions but only full members shall have 
the right to vote. Individual members may participate in the discussions but shall 
have no right to vote. 

A quorum of three full members is necessary to hold a meeting. 

Unless otherwise stated in the following section, a resolution is carried if the votes 
given in favor of it are more than one half of the total number of the full member 
votes. When the number of votes in favor is exactly one half of the total number of 
the full member votes, the presiding Chairman shall have the casting vote. 
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The votes in favor must be at least two thirds of total number of the present full 
members delegates votes to carry the decisions concerning the following items:

a) amendment of the Statutes; 

b) dissolution of IFIA; 

c) expulsion of members; 

d) transfer of the right to appoint a head delegate from one member to another, 
when there are several members from one country (Article 6); 

e) change of  the annual subscription amounts. 

For items (a) or (b) the resolution must be carried on two separate occasions (one 
of which may be by circular letter) within a period of thirteen months.

2.   Virtual meeting 

Items which cannot without detriment be postponed until the next ordinary meeting, 
and are not considered to justify the cast of an extraordinary meeting, may be 
decided upon in Virtual meetings on the IFIA website. It shall be specifically stated 
that answers must be clear and to the point as they will be treated as a vote. The 
Virtual meeting decisions shall be reached by a majority of votes received.

3.   Minutes 

Minutes shall be drawn up of all decisions made under subparagraphs (1) and (2) 
hereof and drafts thereof shall be published on the IFIA website by the Secretariat. 
In case of objections by at least one-fifth of full members, a formal letter of objection 
shall be signed and submitted to the Secretariat within two weeks after its publication 
on the IFIA website. If the Secretariat can settle the objection through negotiation 
with the members, the final Minutes shall be signed by the President, and then sent 
to all members and delegates. 

If the objection is not settled, the Minutes shall be approved and signed at the next 
meeting.
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ARTICLE 9 MEETINGS 
 

The compulsory meetings of IFIA shall be the General Assembly and Executive 
Committee meetings which shall be as follows: 

 
 

1.  The Ordinary General Assembly meeting is to be held biennially at any time as 
decided by the General Assembly or the Executive Committee. A draft of the 
Executive Committee's Report/President's Report and a preliminary agenda shall 
be published on the IFIA website at least one month in advance. Motions from the 
delegates must be received by the Secretariat not less than six weeks before the 
date of the meeting. These motions, with the investigations and comments of the 
Executive Committee/President thereon and with information of other items and 
the final agenda shall be published on the IFIA website and circulated at least 
three weeks before the meeting. 

 
      All members (General Assembly and Executive Committee) are required to follow 

the information on the meeting date and agenda through the official IFIA website. 
 

Such agenda must include the election of the President (once in four years) and 
the Executive Committee members; consideration of the reports of the President 
and the Executive Committee; consideration of the budget of IFIA and any 
proposed changes in the annual subscription amounts. 

 
 

2. The Extraordinary General Assembly meeting shall be summoned when the 
President deems it necessary or it is demanded in writing to the Secretariat by at 
least one-fifth of full members. The Executive Committee members may submit a 
report to the President proposing the need for an extraordinary meeting. The 
summons shall include a preliminary agenda, and the delegates may within one 
month add further items to the agenda. 

 
 

The final agenda shall be published on the IFIA website not less than three weeks 
before the meeting. The place of the next meeting shall be determined by the 
General Assembly or, failing the General Assembly, by the President, on the 
advice of the Executive Committee. 

 
 

3.  The  Executive  Committee  shall  meet  twice  a  year  in  ordinary  session  upon 
convocation of the President. 

 
 

4.  The Executive Committee shall meet in extraordinary session upon convocation of 
the President, either on his own initiative or at the request of over a half of the 
Committee's members. 
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ARTICLE 10 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

 

ARTICLE 11 HONORARY PRESIDENT, PRESIDENT, DIRECTORS AND SECRETARIAT

1. In addition to the President, the Executive Committee shall consist of up to one 
third of the full members of IFIA. The members of the Executive Committee will be 
elected by the General Assembly for two years (until the next ordinary session of 
the General Assembly). These shall represent equitably the different regions of the 
world, and not be more than one from each country. 

2. The Executive Committee may, on the initiative of the President, reach decisions 
by correspondence.

3. The Executive Committee shall make its decisions by simple majority of the votes 
cast. A quorum of one-third is however necessary.

4. The Executive Committee will ensure that the decisions of the General Assembly 
are carried out within the means of IFIA; will be responsible for the operation of 
any further committees and working bodies of IFIA; will examine applications for 
membership to the various membership grades.

5. The General Assembly may delegate such further powers to the Executive 
Committee as it thinks fit, with the exception that the right to make decisions in items 
concerned in (a), (b), (c) and (d -- in so far as it relates to expulsion of members) 
in Article 8 subparagraph 1 may not be delegated. The Executive Committee shall 
in the exercise of powers so delegated thereto conform to any regulations that 
may from time to time be imposed upon it by the General Assembly. The Executive 
Committee shall propose to the General Assembly ratification of the appointment of 
the Chairman of all such Committees.

6. The Executive Committee members work on a volunteer basis with no remuneration.

1. Honorary President(s) shall be nominated by the General Assembly for an unlimited 
period fulfilling the following duties: 

a) keep an eye on the function of IFIA according to the Statutes;

b) represent IFIA as mandated by the President; 

c) exercise the function of the General Assembly Chairman when a new President 
is to be elected; 

d) be authorized by the President to award the prizes in the name of IFIA.
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2. The President shall be elected by the General Assembly for a period of four years 
(until the ordinary session of the General Assembly). He/she can be reelected.

3. The President shall represent IFIA.

4. The President shall be the Chairman of both the General Assembly and the 
Executive Committee meetings.

5. The President shall act as the Managing Director of IFIA. He/she shall, in particular:
a) expedite all the current affairs of IFIA; 

b) report on the activities of IFIA in each ordinary session, and he shall present in 
each such session the recommendations of the Executive Committee together with 
the draft Program and Budget; 

c) shall manage administrative and financial functions of IFIA. The President is 
authorized to employ within the budgetary limits as approved by the Executive 
Committee, one or more persons to assist him/her – under his responsibility – in 
this regard; IFIA president shall propose his salary and that of Secretariat to the 
Executive Committee; 

d) shall appoint one or more persons as IFIA Directors and Treasurer; 

e) shall have the right to sign IFIA official documents. The President’s signature is 
adequate to formalize all the financial and legal documents.

6. The President is authorized to prevent the Full members from voting in General 
Assembly if the membership dues are not duly paid or other obligations are not 
fulfilled, as reported by the Secretariat. 

7. The President and such person(s) as Directors, Secretary(ies), Treasurer and any 
other person the President deems necessary shall constitute IFIA Secretariat.

8. IFIA Directors shall collaborate with the President in the creation of IFIA policies 
in an advisory role. In case of Honorary President’s absence, one of the Directors 
can be authorized by the President to be the chairman of General Assembly or 
Executive Committee meeting, or to represent IFIA on special occasions or events 
when the Honorary President and the President are unable to attend personally.

9. The Treasurer shall assist the President in managing IFIA financial affairs.
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ARTICLE 12 LANGUAGE 

ARTICLE 13 CONGRESS

 

ARTICLE 14 OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS

English is the official language of IFIA. All discussions in the General Assembly, all the 
minutes, documents and reports as well as all correspondence between the Secretariat 
and the members are made in English.

When it is found desirable and practically or economically feasible, the General Assembly 
may arrange congresses in different countries to discuss questions of common interest 
within the realms of IFIA in order to promote interest in such problems by the public and 
within the member associations of IFIA.

The theme, program and organization of a congress shall be decided upon by the 
General Assembly.

All members of the member associations shall have the right to attend a congress. In 
addition, the General Assembly may invite such persons or organizations as it may 
think fit.

A congress may pass recommendations to the General Assembly but shall have no 
right to make decisions on behalf of the IFIA.

Member associations have the following duties: 

a) to provide either a certificate of registration or the Statutes of the association to 
IFIA Secretariat;

b) to act under the Statutes of association which shall broadly correspond to IFIA 
Statutes;

c) to send the Secretariat without delay excerpts of English minutes electronically, 
giving the names of appointed head delegate and other delegates;

d) to take part in the events and activities organized, sponsored or approved by 
IFIA;

e) to send before the end of January a comprehensive annual report on its activities 
to be published on IFIA website;

f) to pay to IFIA the subscriptions (membership fee) which have been duly 
determined by the General Assembly;

g) To keep the Secretariat informed of any events in its country in the field of 
inventors and inventions that is likely to be of major interest.
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ARTICLE 15 REGIONAL BODIES

 

ARTICLE 16 FINANCE

Member associations, which have the cognate languages, similarity of laws in the 
invention field, geographical proximity, or for any other reasons may derive advantage 
from regional co-operation in simpler and less expensive forms, may form a regional 
body or network. The Statutes of the Body and networks shall be compatible with the 
Statutes of IFIA, and shall be communicated to IFIA in the same way as the Statutes of 
member associations (see Article 14). 

Such bodies and networks which work under the supervision of IFIA Secretariat shall 
have no delegates in the General Assembly and no special rights within IFIA. 

A bank account shall be opened under the name of IFIA in Switzerland or any other 
country where IFIA has a registered office in parallel with IFIA objectives. The ownership 
of this account belongs to IFIA. Money can be withdrawn from IFIA’s account with the 
president and the treasurer’s signature. In case of treasure’s absence, the signature of 
another person who is approved by the Executive Committee can be used.

IFIA President is authorized to open a bank account with his own signature in other 
countries where IFIA has a registered office approved by Executive Committee members. 
The money can be withdrawn from this account with IFIA President's signature.

The mandate as delegate to the General Assembly is honorary and delegates are not 
entitled to remuneration or compensation from IFIA. 

The Association's resources are derived from:
- Donations and legacies;
- Sponsorship;
- Public subsidies;
- Membership fees;
- Any other resources authorized by the law.

The funds shall be allocated and used for the social aims of IFIA and such activities 
as may be necessary to enable IFIA to carry out the purposes for which it was formed.

The financial year shall begin on 1 January and end on 31 December of each year.
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ARTICLE 17 AUDIT

ARTICLE 18 AMENDMENT TO THE STATUTES

Membership subscriptions are due from 1 to 31 January of each year. The annual 
subscription for new Members for the year in question shall be paid within 30 days of 
the closing of the committee at which they were admitted. 

The General Assembly shall fix the amount of the annual subscription every two years 
on the recommendation of the Executive Committee or the President. The subscriptions 
from the member associations shall differ according to the status of their country namely 
the least developed, developing and developed countries. 

In case members do not pay the annual subscription in due time, the President and 
Executive Committee are authorized to suspend their membership status. 

The President, Executive Committee and Secretariat shall also be obligated to seek 
additional sources of funding for IFIA. 

The Secretariat shall publish a yearly financial report on IFIA website.

The General Assembly shall cause accounts to be kept of the sums of money received 
and spent by IFIA. Books of Accounts shall be kept at IFIA Office, and shall be open to 
inspection by members on any day during the usual working hours.

Once at least in every year the Accounts of IFIA shall be examined and the correctness 
of the Balance Sheet ascertained by one or more Auditors nominated by the Executive 
Committee.

The Statutes may be amended by a resolution carried by at least two thirds of the total 
number of the full members votes on two separate occasions (one of which may be by 
electronic circular letter decision) within a period of thirteen months (see Article 8(2)). 
Attention shall be specifically drawn to the proposed amendments on the agenda.
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ARTICLE 19 DISSOLUTION OF THE FEDERATION

 

A proposal for the dissolution of IFIA shall be treated in the same way as amendments of 
the Statutes. The assets may not be divided among the members, but with the records 
shall be made over to international organizations or institutions benefiting from tax 
exemption with approved objectives in the field of invention to be used in accordance 
with conditions laid down by the General Assembly (see Article 8 (1) (b)). 

Under no circumstances will the assets be returned to the founders or members. Nor 
should they use any part or the whole assets for their own benefit.

The present Statutes has been approved by the constituent Extraordinary General 
Assembly of IFIA, held on October 30, 2015 in Nuremberg, Germany.



International Federation of Inventors' Associations - IFIA

Worldwide Organization of the Inventors and the Innovators

 

Address: 

  

Palexpo, CP 112, 

Route François-Peyrot 30, 

1218 Le Grand-Saconnex, 

Geneva/Switzerland
    

    

 Tell:    +41 22 548 31 48

 Fax:    +41 22 761 11 11

 Internet:  www.ifia.com
 Email:   info@ifia.com



No Country Status Nrme of Accosirtion
Full Nane of

Representrtive
Signature

1 Angola Full luember
Angolan Association of

Inventors and Innovators

Mr. Bitombokele

Lunguani

2
Bosnia and

Herzegovina
Full Member

Inventors Association of Bosnia

and Herzegovina
Mr. Husein Huiic ru?r4d

5 Brazil Full Memb€r

Brazil Innovative Inventors,

Scientists and Entrepreneurs

Association

Mr. Marcelo

Vivacqua

Ch.d Full Member

Association Pour la Promotion

de L'Invention et de

L'Innovation au TCIIAD
(APtrT)

Ivlr. Oumar

Ayoumbaye

5 Canada Full Member
Fist Institute of canadian

Inventors

Ms. Nasim

Khodaparast

6 China Full Member China Association of Inventions Dr. Zengpei Xuan 71tu.
7 Croatia Full Member

Union of Croatian Innovators

(UITD
Mr. Zoran Barisic

'fr '

E
Czech.

Republic
Full Member

Czech Association of InYentors

and Innovators
Mr. Lukas Zmeskal

.y

I

9 Ilenmark tr'ull Member Danish Association of InventoN Mrs. Vivi Aakjar

l0 EgvPt Full Member

Eglptian Council for Creativity,

Innovation and Intellectual

Property Protection

Dr. Mahmoud Hafez

/Lt
IL

ll Germsny Full Member
Geman Inventors Association -

DEV
Mr. Wintried Sturm

12 Icehnd Full Member Iceland Inventors Association
Mrs. Elinora Inga

Sigurdardottir

l3 Indir Full Member Indian Innovators Association
Dr. Aynampudi

Subbarao
:),ffiY;
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RepreseDtrtive
Signature

t4 Indonesia X'ull Member

Indonesian Invention and

Innovation Promotion

Association

Ms. Enicha Insan

Pratisi

IJ Iran FUU Member
First Institute oflnventors and

Researchers of ban

Mr. Hossein Vaezi

Ashtiani

16 Irrq Full Member
Iraqi Society oflnventors and

Innovators

Mn. Traiza Jasim

Ridha

(/-

t7 Italy Full Member
National Association of

lnventors (Italy)

Mr. Vincozo

Falcucci

o*-z*

IE Korea Full Member
Korea Invention Promotion

Association KIPA)
Mr. Shin Kyoungho r

l9 Kuwait Full Member Kuwait Science Club Mr. David Taji

20 Latvir Full Member Latvian Inventors Association Mr. Aldis Eghjs

zl L€bsnon Full Member
National Association for Science

and R€search in Lebanon
Mr. Radwan Chouaib

22 L€sotho Full Member
Mothapo Development

Organization
Mr. Pitso Hloma W

Libye Full Member
National Foundation for Libyan

Inventors

Mr. Jalal Saied

Mohammed

Alnakasah

24 Mrcedonia Full Member
National Association of
Lnventors of Macedonia

Mr. Mirko Uzelac

25 Morroco Full Member OFEED. Morroco
Mr. Majid El

Bouazzaoui

^lr€re
26 Niger Full Member

Niger's Association for the

homotion of Invention and

Innovation (ANPID

Dr. Hassane Idrissa

Souley

27 Nigerir Full Member
Foundation for Design and

Invention Nigeria (FDIN)
Mr. Effe Kasia



No Coutrtry Strtus Name of Accosiation
Full Name of

Representrtiv€
Signeture

28 Palestine Full Member
Higher Council for Innovation

and Excellence

Mr. lbrahim

AbdalRahin Nair*.Y<
29 Philippines Full Member Filipino Inventors Society

Mr. Manuel Ruiz

Dono "^f"
30 Poland Full Member

Association of Polish Inventors

and Rationalizers
Dr. Michal Szota U^Y,l;g

3l Romania Full Member Romanian Inveirtors Forum Dr. Andrei Sandu #-
32 Rortugal Full Member INVENIARITJM.SCIENCE Mr. Femando Lopes u
J.' Russia Full Member MGO VOIR (Russia) Mr. Dmitry Zezuylin l-r A

I-/ / )
rC.'(,,. \-z

34 Sri Lanka Full Member Sri Lanka Inventors Comnission
Mr. Mahesh

Edirisinghe

35 Sweden Full M€mber Swedish Lrventors Association
Mr. Cenneth

LindkYist

36 Switzerland Full Member
Geneva Intemational Exhibition

of Inv€ntions
Ms. Gaelle Grosjean ftea4

37 Syria Full Member Svria Inventors Association Dr. Chadi Khatib M
38 Thailand ['ull Member

Association of Thai Innovation

and Invention Promotion (ATIP)

Ms. Unchalee

Sanguanpong U.ff.'/n-

39 Togo Full Member

Togolese Association for the

Promoting of Invenlors and

Innovations (AIPtr)

Mr. Dondinaa Amah

Gnassingbe

40 Turkey Full Member
Anatolian Inventions and

Inventors Association ABDER
Mr. Koray Sahin

+l Ukraine Full Member
National D€velopment atrd

Innovations Formdation
Ms. Olga Krupskaya



Uniled Inventors Association of
America - UIA

Inventors and Innovators

Assooiation ofZambia

lvlacao Innovation & Invention

Associrtion

Dr. Adnan Fahad

Rashed Al Ranzani


